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Abstract

With both three-nucleon force and continuum coupling included, we have developed a self-consistent ab initio Gamow shell model
within the Gamow Hartree-Fock (GHF) basis obtained by the realistic interaction itself. With the chiral two-nucleon N3LO and
three-nucleon N2LO interactions, the Gamow shell model has been applied to the mirror systems of Z = 8 neutron-rich isotopes and
N = 8 proton-rich isotones, giving good agreements with data in binding energies, dripline positions and excitation spectra. The
GHF calculated that the 0d3/2, 1s1/2 and 1p3/2 orbitals are resonances. The resonance states and their interplay with nonresonant
continua play a crucial role in the descriptions of nuclei around driplines. Excitation spectra and Thomas-Ehrman shifts observed
can be better described when both three-nucleon force and continuum coupling are considered in calculations. The three-nucleon
force and continuum coupling produce a combined effect on the Thomas-Ehrman shift, e.g., for the 1/2+ resonance level of 19Na.
The calculations help the understandings of related nuclear astrophysical processes.

Keywords: Three-nucleon force, Continuum coupling, Gamow shell model, Thomas-Ehrman shift, Mirror nuclei, Oxygen mass
region

1. Introduction

The approximate charge independence of the strong interac-
tion results in a good symmetry in excitation spectra between
mirror nuclei. However, it was found that in some mirror nuclei
the symmetry is broken significantly. Historically, the mirror
symmetry breaking was considered to arise from the Coulomb
energy purely. The difference in Coulomb energies between the
excited state and the ground state (g.s.) results in different shifts
of energy levels, called the Thomas-Ehrman shift (TES) [1, 2].
The change in Coulomb energy is due to the change in the
spatial asymptotic behavior of nuclear states [1, 2]. Theoreti-
cal investigations [3, 4] commented that the residual nucleon-
nucleon (NN) interaction may also contribute due to the ex-
tension of wave functions. Indeed, the profound reordering of
levels in the mirror pair 16N-16F was observed, and explained
by taking into account the continuum effect [5].

In the historical example of the 13C-13N mirror pair where
TES was observed [1, 2], the first excited state in 13N is an
unbound resonant state above the threshold of the 13N proton
emission. Therefore, when discussing the TES, the accurate
treatment of asymptotic behaviors of wave functions of weakly-
bound and unbound nuclei is crucial. The Gamow shell model
(GSM) [6, 7] is a powerful tool to describe the asymptotic be-
havior of wave functions. It presents the coupling to the con-
tinuum at basis level by using the complex-energy Berggren
basis [8], and many-body internucleon correlations occur via
configuration mixing, arising from a direct diagonalization of
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the complex GSM Hamiltonian. Using the Berggren basis, the
complex coupled cluster [9, 10] and the complex in-medium
similarity renormalization group [11] have also been proposed
for nuclear many-body calculations with the continuum cou-
pling included. The GSM has been further developed with re-
alistic two-body nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions [12–16].

The asymptotic behavior of a nuclear state is mainly deter-
mined by the strong interaction acting between nucleons. The
importance of the three-nucleon force (3NF) has been realized
in nuclear structure calculations [10, 17–31]. For example, 3NF
can provide a repulsive contribution to binding energies in oxy-
gen isotopes, which resolves the overbinding problem and re-
produces the dripline position [10, 18, 22, 23, 28]. The Z = 8
oxygen isotopic chain and its mirror-reflected N = 8 isotonic
chain provide remarkable cases of interest, at the interface of
light- and medium-mass regions. The proton-magic oxygen
chain is one of the best laboratories to test advanced many-body
methods. 25,26O which locate beyond the neutron dripline have
been found in experiment, with 26O barely unbound with two-
neutron separation energy of only −18 keV [32]. As mirror
partners of oxygen isotopes, proton-rich N = 8 isotones have
drawn particular interests in nuclear structure and nuclear as-
trophysics. Recent experiments show novel phenomena in their
masses [33, 34] and excitation spectra [35–37]. These nuclei
play a vital role in nuclear reactions that affect stellar nucle-
osynthesis, such as the 17F(p, γ)18Ne reaction in hot CNO cy-
cles [38] and 18Ne(2p, γ)20Mg reaction for bridging the waiting
point in the rp-process [39]. Furthermore, proton-rich N = 8
isotones provide us with an arena to probe the mirror symme-
try. The mirror asymmetry can be more significant in nuclei
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near driplines, because loosely-bound and unbound resonance
states have large spatial spreads in the wave function.

In the GSM calculations, usually the Woods-Saxon (WS) po-
tential was adopted to produce single-particle (s.p.) Berggren
basis, with the WS parameters determined by fitting experimen-
tal s.p. energies. Then, the numerical results would depend to
a certain extent on the detail of the parameterization. In the
multi-shell case, such a fit is even difficult due to the lack of
experimental data of cross-shell s.p. energies. To avoid the pa-
rameter dependence, the complex-energy Gamow Hartree-Fock
(GHF) method [12, 14, 16] was used to generate the Berggren
basis. This also leads to a more self-consistent ab initio calcu-
lation because the basis is produced by the realistic interaction
itself instead of a parameterized WS potential.

2. Theoretical framework

The intrinsic Hamiltonian of the A-nucleon system reads

H =

A∑
i=1

(
1 −

1
A

) p2
i

2m
+

A∑
i< j

(
vNN

i j −
pi · pj

mA

)
+

A∑
i< j<k

v3N
i jk , (1)

where pi is the nucleon momentum in the laboratory, and m
is the mass of the nucleon. The two-nucleon (NN) interaction
vNN takes the chiral potential at next-to-next-to-next-to-leading
order (N3LO) by Entem and Machleidt [40], and the 3NF v3N

chooses the chiral interaction at next-to-next-to-leading order
(N2LO) which was established in [17]. Due to heavy demand-
ing in computation, the inclusion of the explicit 3NF renders
many-body calculations impossible. Therefore, we transform
3NF into a normal-ordered form, and neglect the residual three-
body part, which indicates that a normal-ordered two-body
(NO2B) approximation of the 3NF is taken. It has been shown
that the NO2B 3NF can well describe the 3NF contribution in
nuclear structure calculations [20].

With the realistic interaction including the Coulomb po-
tential, we perform the complex-momentum (complex-k)
GHF [11, 12, 14] calculation for 16O to generate the Berggren
basis which consists of bound, resonant and scattering states.
16O is chosen as the core in the present many-body GSM calcu-
lation. With the normal-ordering approximation, Hamiltonian
(1) can be written as

Ĥ =E0 +
∑
pq

[tpq +

A∑
r=1

(VNN
prqr +

1
2

W2B
prqr)] : â†pâq :

+
1
4

∑
pqrs

(VNN
pqrs + W2B

pqrs) : â†pâ†qâsâr :,

(2)

where â†p ( âp) is the particle creation (annihilation) operator
on the p-th basis orbital. The operators are in normal-ordered
products with respect to the chosen reference state, indicated
by colons. The Hamiltonian is composed of zero-body, one-
body and residual two-body parts. The zero-body term E0 is a
constant, describing the energy of the reference state. The one-
body term includes the particle kinetic energy t =

p2

2µ with µ =

m/(1− 1
A ), and the normal-ordered one-body part from NN and

3N interactions. The two-body term, − pi·pj

mA , which arises from
the center-of-mass (CoM) motion, is incorporated into VNN in
practical calculations. The normal-ordered two-body part of the
3NF is defined by

W2B
pqrs =

∑
h∈hole

V3N
pqh,rsh, (3)

where V3N
pqh,rsh stands for antisymmetrized 3NF matrix elements.

The sum runs over all hole states in the core nucleus in the HO
basis. We see that the normal-ordered 3NF contributes to both
one- and two-body interactions in Hamiltonian (2).

The one-body part of Hamiltonian (2) can be considered as
the motion of an independent particle in the Hartree-Fock (HF)
field, with the single-particle Hamiltonian given by,

hHF
pq = tpq +

A∑
r=1

(VNN
prqr +

1
2

W2B
prqr). (4)

The HF equation can be solved in the HO basis, giving
real-energy HF eigen solutions including one-body HF poten-
tial [11]. To describe the resonance and continuum properties
of HF basis states, the HF single-particle Hamiltonian is written
in the complex-k space, as

〈k| h |k′〉 =
~2k2

2µ
δ(k − k′) +

∑
αβ

〈α|U |β〉 〈k |α〉
〈
β
∣∣∣ k′〉 , (5)

where 〈α|U |β〉 is the one-body HF potential which is obtained
by solving the real-energy HF Equation (4), while 〈k |α〉 is the
HO basis wavefunction |α〉 expressed in the complex-k space.
Eq. (5) gives the GHF basis which contains bound, resonance
and continuum states. In numerical calculations, the GHF equa-
tion is solved using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature discretiza-
tion scheme [12] in the complex-k plane with a deformed con-
tour L+ which encompasses resonance states. We find that 35
discretization points are sufficient to make calculations con-
verged [15, 16, 41]. Details of the GHF solution can be found
in [11, 12, 14].

Within the GHF basis obtained with choosing 16O as the
reference state, we transform the chiral interaction matrix ele-
ments from the HO basis to the GHF basis for many-body GSM
calculations. This can be achieved by computing overlaps be-
tween the GHF and HO basis wave functions [42]. In practical
calculation, we take the HO basis at hω = 14 MeV with 13
major shells (i.e., e = 2n + l ≤ emax = 12) and limiting e ≤ 6
for 3NF. To expedite the convergence of calculations, the chiral
NN interaction is evolved to a low momentum scale λSRG = 2.3
fm−1 using the similarity renormalization group (SRG) [43, 44].

The GHF calculation gives that the 0d5/2 orbital is bound for
both neutron (ν) and proton (π), while 0d3/2 and 1p3/2 are res-
onances. The ν1s1/2 is bound, while the π1s1/2 is a resonance.
Therefore, the d3/2, p3/2 and πs1/2 partial waves are treated in
the complex-k GHF basis, while all other channels are repre-
sented in the real-energy discrete HF basis to reduce the model
dimension and computational task. Due to the high centrifu-
gal barrier of the partial waves bearing l ≥ 3, their influence on
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wave function asymptotes is negligible [41]. Therefore, the f7/2
channel is approximated within the real-energy HF basis. Fi-
nally, the active space for the present GSM takes ν{0d5/2, 1s1/2,
d3/2 resonance plus continuum, p3/2 resonance plus continuum,
0 f7/2} and π{0d5/2, s1/2 resonance plus continuum, d3/2 reso-
nance plus continuum, p3/2 resonance plus continuum, 0 f7/2}.

We use the many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) to con-
struct the GSM effective Hamiltonian for the chosen model
space. In detail, within the GHF basis, single-particle ener-
gies (SPEs) for GSM are obtained using the so-called Ŝ -box
folded diagrams [45], while the GSM effective interaction in-
cluding the NO2B 3NF is derived using the Q̂-box folded dia-
grams [15]. The Ŝ -box is by definition the one-body part of the
Q̂-box [16, 46]. The Ŝ -box and Q̂-box folded-diagram method
has been extended to the complex-k space, which includes ef-
fects from the continuum and core polarization [15, 16]. The
complex-k basis space is nondegenerate. Therefore, we use
the nondegenerate EKK method [47] to process the Ŝ -box and
Q̂-box calculations [15, 16]. Due to the dramatic growth in the
number of the GHF basis states with continuum partial waves
included, the Q̂-box folded diagrams are calculated up to the
second order, while the Ŝ -box folded diagrams are up to the
third order. In our previous work [16], it has been shown that
the Ŝ -box up to the third order and Q̂-box up to the second order
offer the good descriptions of nuclear states. The continuum ef-
fect enters into the model through both the effective interaction
and active model space. With the SPEs and interaction renor-
malized, the effective shell-model Hamiltonian can be rewritten
as

Ĥeff =
∑

p∈valence

εpâ†pâp

+
1
4

∑
pqrs∈valence

(VNN
pqrs + W2B

pqrs)
effâ†pâ†qâsâr,

(6)

where εp stands for the SPEs obtained by Ŝ -box, and “eff” in-
dicates the shell-model effective interaction renormalized to the
valence space by the Q̂-box including the NO2B 3NF.

The complex-symmetric GSM Hamiltonian (6) is diagonal-
ized in the model space using the Jacobi-Davidson method
in the m-scheme [48]. Due to the presence of the nonreso-
nant continuum, the matrix dimension grows dramatically when
adding valence particles, which is a challenge for diagonaliz-
ing in the complex space. Therefore, we allow at most two
valence particles in the continuum, which can give converged
results [15, 16, 49].

3. Results

Figure. 1 shows the calculations of g.s. energies (upper
panel) and one-neutron separation energies (lower panel) for
neutron-rich 17-28O, compared with experimental data or evalu-
ations. In order to see the effects of the 3NF and continuum cou-
pling, we have also performed conventional real-energy shell-
model (SM) calculations within the real-energy HF basis, with
the same chiral interactions as those used in GSM. It is seen
that the real-energy SM calculation based on the NN interaction
gives overbound energies compared with data, and calculated
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Figure 1: 17-28O g.s. energies (upper panel) with respect to the 16O core, and
the one-neutron separation energies S n (lower panel). “NN” and “NN+3N”
indicate calculations with NN-only and NN plus 3NF interactions, respec-
tively. The experimental data of 17-26O have been available collected in
AME2020 [50], while 27,28O take the evaluations [50].

one-neutron separation energies deviate significantly from data
as well. It cannot give the correct position of the oxygen neu-
tron dripline. The inclusion of 3NF improves remarkably the
real-energy SM calculation, reproducing the dripline position
at 24O. The inclusion of the continuum coupling (i.e., the GSM
calculation) improves further the results in both binding ener-
gies and separation energies. The continuum effect becomes
significant beyond the dripline 24O. The real-energy SM cal-
culation with 3NF but without the continuum gives that 26O
is more unbound than 25O, which disagrees with experimen-
tal data. The GSM calculations with both 3NF and continuum
included give the correct unbound properties of 25O and 26O,
showing that 25O is more unbound than 26O.

As shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1, 25,26O neutron sep-
aration energies are well described in the GSM calculations,
better than in the real-energy SM calculations. In both calcu-
lations, 3NF is included. Experimental binding energies and
neutron separation energies for 27,28O have not been available,
but take the evaluations (AME2020) [50]. The GSM calculation
with 3NF included gives that 26O is stable against one-neutron
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emission, which is consistent with experiment, while the real-
energy SM calculation without the continuum included shows
that 26O is unstable against one-neutron emission. The experi-
ment observed a two-neutron emission in 26O with a very small
separation energy S 2n of only -18 keV [32]. The present GSM
calculation provides S 2n = −86 keV, while the real-energy SM
calculation with 3NF included gives S 2n = −2.12 MeV which
is significantly different from the datum of −18 keV. The GSM
calculation predicts that 28O should have no one-neutron emis-
sion, but two-neutron and four-neutron emissions are allowed.

In Fig. 1, we have also included the valence-space IMSRG
(VS-IMSRG) calculations [51] without the continuum effect
considered. The results are very similar to the real-energy SM
calculations (indicated by SM:NN+3N in Fig. 1). The complex
coupled-cluster (complex CC) calculation takes the continuum
effect into account, but with a density-dependent effective 3NF
used [10]. From these calculations compared, we should con-
clude that both 3NF and continuum coupling are important in
the descriptions of weakly-bound and unbound nuclei.

The ν0d3/2 orbital is a resonance, which plays a special
role in the resonant states of isotopes near 24O, particularly
in odd-neutron oxygen isotopes around the neutron dripline.
For example, the GSM calculation gives that the 3/2+

1 excited
state in 23O is dominated by a single-particle excitation from
ν1s1/2 to νd3/2, with a calculated spectroscopic factor (SF)[
22Og.s. ⊗ νd3/2

]3/2+

of 0.95. The unbound 25O resonant ground
state has the odd neutron occupying the νd3/2 orbital, with a

calculated SF
[
24Og.s. ⊗ νd3/2

]3/2+

of 0.95. With the νd3/2 reso-
nance and continuum considered, the GSM calculation provides
that the excitation energy (Eex) of the 23O 3/2+

1 state is 4.45
MeV, which agrees well with the datum of 4.00(2) MeV [52],
while the real-energy SM calculation gives Eex = 5.67 MeV.
The GSM can also well describe the experimental one-neutron
separation energy of the 25O ground state, see Fig. 1.

As mirror partners of the oxygen isotopes with respect to
N = Z, proton-rich N = 8 isotones are somewhat different
on account of the presence of Coulomb interaction. Here, the
Coulomb repulsion results in a low particle-emission threshold,
while the additional Coulomb barrier hinders the diffusion of
proton wave functions. We show in Fig. 2 the calculated g.s.
energies and one-proton separation energies for N = 8 isotones
in the GSM, compared with real-energy SM calculations based
on the same chiral interactions. Similar to the Z = 8 mirror part-
ners in Fig. 1, real-energy SM calculations with NN-only lead
to overbound g.s. energies. The overbinding is significantly im-
proved by including 3NF, as shown in Fig. 2. We notice that the
difference is small between the SM and GSM calculations when
3NF is included, see Fig. 2, which indicates a weak continuum
effect in the isotones. This is because in proton-rich nuclei the
Coulomb barrier weakens the coupling to the continuum. Start-
ing from 19Na, the odd-proton N = 8 isotones become unbound
with proton emissions. This is well reproduced in both SM and
GSM calculations with 3NF included. The unbound property
of 19Na makes 20Mg a Borromean structure, which is required
for the successive proton capture 18Ne(2p, γ)20Mg to bridge the
waiting point in the astrophysical rp-process [39].
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Figure 2: Similar to Fig. 1, but for N = 8 isotones and the one-proton sep-
aration energy (S p). Experimental data for A ≤ 20 isotones have been avail-
able [50], while evaluations [50] are taken for 21Al and 22Si.

22Si is an interesting nucleus for which the experimental
mass has not been available, but the evaluation has been given
in [50]. Current experiments by indirect mass measurements
gave very different estimations of the 22Si two-proton separa-
tion energy, S 2p ≈ −108(125) keV in [34] and S 2p ≈ 645(100)
keV in [53]. The SM calculation [21] suggested that 22Si is a
candidate of two-proton decay, while the GSM calculation with
a phenomenological potential [54] gave a weakly bound 22Si.
The present GSM calculation predicts a two-proton separation
energy of 674 keV for 22Si. High-resolution experimental di-
rect measurements are required for the possible proton-dripline
nucleus.
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Figure 3: Excitation spectra of A = 19 mirror partners, 19O and 19Na. “NN”
and “3N” indicate calculations with NN-only and 3NF included, respectively.
Dashed levels present SM calculations without continuum included, while solid
levels give GSM calculations with continuum included. Shading indicates the
resonance of the 1/2+ TES state with width (in MeV) given below the level.
Data are from [55] for 19O and [36, 55, 56] for 19Na.
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As mentioned above, the TES phenomenon that may happen
in mirror nuclei is a reflection of different asymptotic behaviors
of states [1, 2]. Therefore, the continuum coupling would play
a role in TES. For this mass region which we are investigating,
the experiment [36] has observed a pronounced TES in the 1/2+

excited state between the mirror partners 19Na and 19O. The SM
calculation with an empirical interaction [4] has analyzed this
TES, showing a requirement of readjusting interaction matrix
elements to reproduce the observed TES. Here, we investigate
the 3NF and continuum effects on the TES, in the framework
of the self-consistent ab initio GSM with the chiral interactions
used above. Figure 3 shows the excitation spectra of the mirror
partners 19Na and 19O. Calculations with NN-only results in a
3/2+ g.s. instead of the experimental 5/2+ g.s. for both 19Na
and 19O. When 3NF is included, the correct ordering between
the 5/2+ g.s. and 3/2+ excited state is obtained.

For the proton-rich 19Na, we have also performed a cal-
culation with the Coulomb interaction excluded, because the
Coulomb energy difference is considered to be the main fac-
tor leading to the mirror symmetry breaking in excitation spec-
tra [1, 2]. Indeed, we see that in Fig. 3 a good mirror sym-
metry appears in the excitation spectra if the Coulomb inter-
action is excluded. This also indicates that effects from the
charge symmetry breaking (CSB) and the charge independence
breaking (CIB) [57] are small. When the Coulomb potential
is included, the 19Na 1/2+ energy drops significantly, while
the spacing between 5/2+ and 3/2+ levels remains nearly un-
changed (see Fig. 3). The 19Na 1/2+ state has almost a pure
proton (0d5/2)2(1s1/2)1 configuration. The lack of a centrifugal
barrier in the 1s1/2 orbital causes the leakage of the wave func-
tion, and leads to a smaller Coulomb repulsion energy com-
pared with the 5/2+ and 3/2+ states, thus makes a drop of the
1/2+ level.

As mentioned above, 3NF is important to reproduce the cor-
rect ordering between the 3/2+ and 5/2+ states (see the second
column from the right in 19Na). The 3NF does not seem to
significantly affect the 1/2+ level in the real-energy SM cal-
culation (dashed), but in fact it increases remarkably the spac-
ing between the 1/2+ and 5/2+ states, which means an increase
in the 1/2+ excitation energy with taking the 5/2+ state as the
ground state. The 19Na g.s. and excited states are bound in cal-
culations with NN-only, while they become unbound when 3NF
is included, see also Fig. 2. The GSM calculation with 3NF in-
cluded gives very narrow resonances of 19Na 5/2+ g.s. and 3/2+

excited state, which agrees with the experimental estimation of
a narrow resonant g.s. [56]. The experiment [36] showed a res-
onant 1/2+ excited state with a width of 0.10 MeV. Therefore,
the continuum effect should be significant in the 1/2+ state. In-
deed, we see that the continuum coupling lowers significantly
the 1/2+ level in the GSM calculation, which makes the calcu-
lated excitation energy closer to the datum [36]. The calculated
width of 0.28 MeV also agrees reasonably with the experimen-
tal width of 0.10 MeV [36]. We see that the complex-energy
GSM calculation well describes the observed TES in the 1/2+

state, in which both 3NF and continuum play important roles.
Figure 4 shows the excitation spectra for another pair of mir-

ror nuclei of 18O and 18Ne in which the TES was observed ex-

perimentally in the excited 3+ state [35]. The resonant 3+ state
plays an important role in the key reaction 17F(p, γ)18Ne of stel-
lar explosions [35]. The presence and its property of the 3+

state can change the reaction rate. Indeed, the calculation well
shows the TES in the 3+ level. The GSM calculation gives a
resonant 3+ state with an almost pure proton 0d5/2 ⊗ 1s1/2 con-
figuration in which the 1s1/2 orbital is a strong l = 0 resonance.
The compressed spectra are significantly improved when 3NF
is included in calculations.
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Figure 4: GSM calculations with NN only and with 3NF included (3N) for the
mirror partners of 18O and 18Ne, compared with data [35, 55]

In Fig. 5, we predict the excitation spectra of the mirror part-
ners 22O and 22Si. 22Si is predicted to be the proton dripline
of the N = 8 isotonic chain. There has been no excited state
observed in 22Si. Our calculation gives that 22Si has a bound
g.s. but unbound resonant excited states. In the g.s. the six
valence protons outside the 16O core occupy mainly the 0d5/2
orbital which is bound, while in excited states one or two va-
lence protons are excited to the 1s1/2 orbital which is a reso-
nance. The s1/2 orbital has no centrifugal barrier due to l = 0,
thus the wave function of the state containing a significant s1/2
component can more spread in space, which leads to a TES in
the level. Indeed, we see that all the calculated 22Si levels given
in Fig. 5 show TES. This predicts an interesting candidate for
future experiments, with multiple low-lying TES levels in a nu-
cleus.

4. Conclusions

With both three-nucleon force and continuum coupling in-
cluded, we have developed the complex-energy ab initio
Gamow shell model with a core. The Berggren representa-
tion is used for the Gamow shell model, which presents bound,
resonance and nonresonant continuum states on equal foot-
ing. The Berggren basis is generated by the complex-energy
Gamow Hartree-Fock method using the same interaction as
that used in the Gamow shell model. Starting from the chi-
ral two-nucleon (N3LO) and three-nucleon (N2LO) forces, the
realistic effective Hamiltonian of the Gamow shell model is
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Figure 5: GSM calculations of spectra with 3NF included, for the mirror nuclei
22O and 22Si. The experimental data of 22O is from [55].

established using the many-body perturbation theory (named
Ŝ - and Q̂-box diagrams) in the complex space. For neutron-
rich Z = 8 isotopes and proton-rich N = 8 isotones, the shell
model chooses 16O as the core, and takes the model space of
{1s1/2, 0d5/2, 0d3/2, 1p3/2, 0 f7/2} and plus their continuum par-
tial waves of the resonances in the Gamow shell model. For
shell-model calculations, the three-nucleon interaction is ap-
proximated to two-body level by the normal-ordering method.

Z(N) = 8 isotopes (isotones) have been investigated. We find
that the calculations with two-nucleon interaction only cannot
reasonably describe binding energies, nucleon separation en-
ergies and excitation spectra. The inclusion of three-nucleon
force can significantly improve the calculations. For example,
the calculation with three-nucleon force included can give the
correct ground states of the A = 19 mirror nuclei 19O and 19Na.
The inclusion of the continuum coupling improves further the
results. The 26O (e.g., its one- and two-neutron separation en-
ergies) is better described in the calculation with the contin-
uum effect considered. With both three-nucleon force and con-
tinuum coupling included, the dripline positions can be repro-
duced.

The Thomas-Ehrman shift observed in the excitation levels
of mirror nuclei was suggested mainly due to different Coulomb
energies between states. In the states containing a significant
s1/2 component, the wave functions can more spread in space
due to no centrifugal barrier of the l = 0 orbital, and the contin-
uum coupling is strong. Indeed, the Thomas-Ehrman shift was
observed mainly in excited states around or above the threshold
of particle emission, in which the continuum effect can be sig-
nificant. In 19Na, the Gamow shell-model calculation with both
three-nucleon force and continuum coupling included gives a
resonant 1/2+ excited state, which agrees with data, and the ob-
served Thomas-Ehrman shift is well described. For this 1/2+

state, three-nucleon force and continuum coupling produce a
combined effect on its Thomas-Ehrman shift. In more detail,
the asymptotic behavior of the wave function of a weakly-
bound or unbound state is accurately treated in the Gamow shell

model, but the final result also depends on the energy which is
affected by the three-nucleon interaction.

As a prediction, we have investigated excitation spectra for
the heavier mirror partners of 22O and 22Si. In 22Si, all the cal-
culated excited states are unbound with proton emissions. They
contain the significant s1/2 component, and hence the Thomas-
Ehrman shift is seen in the low-lying excitation levels of 22Si.
This predicts a special case with multiple Thomas-Ehrman shift
levels in one pair of mirror nuclei, which would be interesting
for future experiments.
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